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Helpful Hint #22 – Retention Rate by Industry by Workforce Region  
 
These instructions produce a report which shows the retention rate for each 
industry for each workforce region. The time period for this report is July 1, 2005 
through June 30, 2006. Microsoft Access will be used; a basic understanding of 
query design is assumed. 
 
Prior to running queries on the workstation, ODBC (Open DataBase 
Connectivity) must be installed and properly configured to connect to the PRISM 
database (http://www.oregon.gov/PRISM/TechnicalInfo.shtml#Desk_Manual). 
Microsoft Access configuration is required only once for each workstation. The 
connection will enable you to connect to the PRISM tables needed for completing 
the data analysis. 
 
Create Access tables by linking to the following PRISM tables through ODBC. 

1. PRISM.POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS 
2. PRSIM_NAICS_GROUP_2 
3.   PRISM_WORKFORCE_REGIONS 

 
Select tables 1, 2, 3 for the query window.  
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Link tables:   
 

PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS.POST_EPISODE_PRI_NAICS_ 
CODE to PRISM_NAICS_GROUP_2.NAICS_CODE 

 
PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS.WQC_REGION_CODE to 
PRISM_WORKFORCE_REGIONS.WORKFORCE_REGION_CODE 

  
Select the following fields and criteria. Be sure to select “Σ” on the toolbar. 
 
PRISM_NAICS_GROUP_2 
 (group by) NAICS_GROUP_DESCRIPTION 
 
PRISM_WORKFORCE_REGIONS  

(group by) WORKFORCE_REGION_DESCRIPTION 
 
Expression - Total Exited: 
(FormatNumber(Sum(IIf(PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS!POST_EPIS
ODE_EMPLOYMENT_CODE>"000",1,0)),0)) 
 
Expression - Total Retained: 
(FormatNumber(Sum(IIf(PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS!CONTINUOU
S_EMPLOYMENT_IND="1",1,0)),0)) 
 
Expression - Retention Rate: Format([Total Retained]/[Total Exited],"Percent") 
 
 
Expression - Total Exited2: IIf([Total Exited]<3 Or ([Total Retained]<3),'*',[Total 
Exited]) 
 
Expression - Total Retained2: IIf([Total Exited]<3 Or ([Total Retained]<3),' ',[Total 
Retained]) 
 
Retention Rate2: IIf([Total Exited]<3 Or ([Total Retained]<3),' ',[Retention Rate]) 
 
PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS 
 (where) OUTCOME_YEAR_QTR: >="20053" And <="20062" 
 
PRISM_WORKFORCE_REGIONS 

(where) WORKFORCE_REGION_DESCRIPTION: <>"Unknown / 
Suppressed Data" 

 
PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS 
 (where) WAGE_GAIN_AVG_HRLY_WAGE: >= “1” 
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PRISM_POST_OUTCOME_PERF_RPTS 
 (where) UNSUB_PLACEMENT_YEAR_QTR: >="20053" And <="20062" 
(For CAF only) 
 
Before running query, uncheck “show” box for fields: OUTCOME_YEAR_QTR, 
WORKFORCE_REGION_DESCRIPTION, UNSUB_PLACEMENT_YEAR_QTR 

 
Run query – The query should look like this. Save the query. 

 

 
 
The report will be designed using the Report Wizard function. Designate 
NAICS_GROUP_DESCRIPTION as the top tier of the hierarchy. The detail level 
contains the WORKFORCE_REGION_DESCRIPTION including the Total Exited, 
Total Retained, and Retention Rate from the field list.  
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Sub Totals should be included for each industry. In the 
NAICS_GROUP_DESCRIPTION footer, include the following text boxes. 
 
Under the column Total Exited and Placed put a text box“=Sum([Total Exited])” 
Below Total Retained include a text box “=Sum([Total Retained])” 
Below Retention Rate “=Sum([Total Retained])”  
 
The last page should include the total for the report. Add a report footer and 
include the following text boxes. 
 
“=Sum([Total Exited])” 
“=Sum([Total Retained])” 
“=Sum([Total Retained])” 
 
Add a heading to the report and include a line across the detail section of the 
report. Run the report which should look like the following. If the report is correct, 
there should approximately 22 pages or one page for each industry. 
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